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Each year, more than 500,000 businesses are bought and sold. Many entrepreneurs don't start
new businesses but instead focus their attention on finding an existing business that has poten-
tial but is poorly managed and can be bought at "the right price." Each circumstance is unique,
but the process of evaluating a potential acquisition is not. The importance of the analysis and
evaluation process cannot be underestimated. A business that looks good on the surface may
have flaws at its core. The "due diligence" process in analyzing and evaluating an existing busi-
ness is just as time consuming as the development of a comprehensive business plan for a start-
up. The due diligence process will uncover the negative as well as the positive components of
any business. This process takes time and a lot of homework to verify all thfacts and figures.
Be patient and, as the process implies, be diligent. Be sure that you know the answers to the fol-
lowing fundamental questions:

Is the right type of business for sale in a market in which you want to operate?

• What cxr,enence do you have ir. this psticui4r business and toe industry in which it operates?

• How critical is experience in the business to your ultimate success? Where should such a business
be located?

• What price and payment method are reasonable for you and acceptable to the seller?

• Should you start the business and build it fniiii the ground up or should you shop around to buy

an existing company?

• What is this company's potential for success?
• What changes will you have to make—and how extensive will they he—to realize the business's

full potential?
• Will the company generate sufficient cash to pay for itself and leave you with a suitable rate of

return on your investment?
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BUYING AN EXISTING BUSINESS

Advantages of Buying an Existing Business
A SUCCESSFUL EXISTING BUSINESS MAY CONTINUE TO BE SUCCESSFUL.

Purchasing a thriving business at an acceptable price increases the likelihood of success. The
previous management already has established a customer base, built supplier relationships, and

set up a business system. The new owner's objective should be to make those modifications that
will attract new customers while retaining the firm's existing customers. Maintaining the
proper balance of oid and new is not an easy task, however. The customer base inherited in a
business purchase can carry an entrepreneur while he studies how the business has become suc-
cessful and how he can build on that success. Time spent learning about the business and its
customers before introducing changes will increase the probability that any changes made will

be successful.

AN EXISTING BUSINESS MAY ALREADY HAVE THE BEST LOCATION. When the

location of the business is critical to its success (as is often the case in retailing), it may be wise
to purchase a business that is already in the right place. Opening in a second-choice location
and hoping to draw customers may prove fruitless. In fact, an existing business's biggest asset
may be its location. If this advantage cannot be matched by other locations, an entrepreneur
may have little choice but to buy instead ot'build. As part of Its expansion plans, one fast-food
citeill reenhiy purchased a smaller chain, not so much for its customer base or other assets but
for its prime store locations.

EMPLOYEES AND SUPPLIERS ARE ESTABLISHED. An existing business already has

experienced employees, so there are fewer problems associated with the transition phase.
Experienced employs can help the company earn money while a new owucr learns the busi-
ness. Many new owners find it valuable to ask the employees what ideas they might have that
would increase sales or reduce cost. In many cases, the previous owner may not have involved
the employees in this fashion and never gained the advantages found in the wisdom of employ-
ees. Few people know ajob better than those who are performing it.
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In addition, an existing business has an established set of suppliers with a history of business
dealings. Those vendors can continue to supply the business while the new owner investigates
the products and services of other suppliers. Often the new owner is not pressured to choose a
supplier quickly without thorough investigation. However, a supplier may want to ensure that
the new owners are competent to run the business.

Reid Chase and Scott Seine! purchased Cole-Kramer Imports, a high-end candy company,
that distributed Swiss candies. The Swiss supplier worked with the new owners who aggres-
sively expanded the product offerings and grew the sales from $600,000 in 1994 to $40 mil-
lion in 2001.1

EQUIPMENT IS INSTALLED AND PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY IS KNOWN. Acquiring
and installing new equipment exerts a tremendous strain on a fledgling company's financial
rcsourccs. in an existing buhivss, a posenlial buyer can determine the condition of the plant
and equipment and its capacity before buying. The previous owner may have established an
efficient production operation through trial and error, although the new owner may need to
make modifications to improve it. In many cases, entrepreneurs can purchase physical facilities
and equipment at prices significantly below their replacement costs.

INVENTORY IS IN PLACE AND TRADE CREDIT IS ESTABLISHED. The proper
amount of inventory is essential to both cost control and sales volume. If a business has too lit-
tle inventory, it will not have the quantity and variety of products to satisfy customer demand.
But if a business has too much inventory, it is tying up excessive capital. thereby increasing
costs and reducing profitability. Owners of successful, established businesses have learned the
proper balance between these extremes. Previous owners have established trade credit relation-
ships that can benefit the new owner. No supplier wants to lose a good Customer.

THE NEW BUSINESS OWNER HITS THE GROUND RUNNING. The entrepreneur
who purchases an existing business saves the time, costs, and energy required to launch a new
business. The Jay she takes over the ongoing business is the day her revenues begin.
Entrepreneurs who buy an existing successful business do not have to invest a lifetime in build-
ing a company to enjoy success.

THE NEW OWNER CAN USE THE EXPERIENCE OF THE PREVIOUS OWNER.
Even if the previous owner it not around after the sale, new owners will have access to all of the
business's records that they reviewed during the due diligence process, which can guide them
until they become acclimated to the business and the local market. They can trace the impact on
costs and revenues of the major decisions that the previous owner made and can learn from his
mistakes and profit from his achievements. In many cases, the previous owner spends time in
an orientation period with the new owner, giving the new manager the opportunity to learn
about the policies and procedures in place and the reasons for them. Previous owners also can
be extremely helpful in unmasking the unwritten rules of business in the area, critically impor-
tant intangibles, and whom you can and cannot trust. After all, owners who sell out want to see
the buyer succeed in carrying on their businesses.

EASIER FINANCING. Attracting financing to purchase an existing business often is easier
than finding the money to launch a company from scratch. Many existing businesses already
have established relationships with lenders, which may open the door to financing through na-
ditionalsources such as banks. As we will see latG in this chapter, many business buyers also
have access to another important source of financing: the seller.

IT'S A BARGAIN. Some existing businesses may be real bargains. The current owners may
need to sell on short notice, which may lead to them selling the business at a low price. Many
small companies operate in profitable but tiny niches, making it eas y for potential buyers to
overlook them. The more specialized the business is, the greater the likelihood is that a bargain
might be found. If special skills or training is required to operate the business, the number of
potential buyers will be significantly smaller. If the owner wants a substantial down payment or
the entire selling price in cash, few buyers may qualify; however, those who do may be able to
negotiate a good deal.
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Disadvantages of Buying an Existing Business
"tT'S A LOSER." A business may be for sale because it has never been profitable. Such a sit-

uation may be disguised; owners can employ various creative accounting techniques that make a
firm's financial picture appear much brighter than it really is. The reason that a business is for
sale will seldom be stated honestly as "It's losing money." If there is an area of business where
the maxim "let the buyer beware" still prevails, it is in the sale of a business. Any buyer unpre-
pared to do a complete and thorough analysis of the business may be stuck with a real loser.

Although buying a money-losing business is risky, it is not necessarily taboo. If your analy-
sis of a company shows that it is poorly managed or suffering from neglect, you may be able to
turn II around. However, if you do not have a well-defined plan for improving a struggling busi-
ricss. do not consider buying it!

A/icr deciding to become entrepreneurs by buying a business, Jim Sall y and Toot Maren yi esrab-
u s/sea rise criteria their acquisition must meet.' a qualit y product, a good name, marker potential,
and a solid torsnula thes could improve upon. They soon discovered Vvi-wdplay, a small company
that manufactured wooden piavser.c/,r the residential market. Although the company was known
for Its outstanding line of well made redwood products a,4 had good name recognition in an

OW/li', Wcsodpiav hadfsl/oi 00 fiord ones unrs eea.c in bankruptcy Looking beyond the
Cml? pon y '.c insntediare financial problems, Sally and Marenyj recognized that Woodplav had great
potential. They purchased the compan y 's assets and invested several hundred thousand dollars of
their own ,nonev inz working capital. "The first thing we had to do was stabilize the business." says
M o varci. Thee quickly eliminated Wsodpltsvs two weakest product lines, added two new ones.
and began building (2 network of notior ti l dealers. Within two yeats, Sally and Marenyijisund
themselves turning down orders because the y could not keep up with the demand for their pevd-
tots ' Toe/ne W-v'dp!ov is thrtving.and in addition to expattdig their dealer network Sally and

_Mnrenyz are working to build retail locationis to sell their state-of-the-art product line.2

THE PREVIOUS OWNER MAY HAVF CREATED ILL WILL.' Just as ethical. socially
responsible business dealings create goodwill for a company, improper business behavior cre-
ates di will. The due diligence process may reveal that customers, suppliers, creditors, or
zmploccs have cxrreneiy negative feelings about the behavior of the previous owner. Business
relations may have begun to deteriorate, but their long-term effects may not yet appear in the
business's financial statements. III will can permeate a business for years.

EMPLOYEES INHERITED WITH THE BUSINESS MAY NOT BE SUITABLE. Previous
managers ma have kept marginal employees because they were close friends or because they
" T loedf ^ It 'A Oh the onipau . T},c ncw owner, therefore, may have in make some vCr\ trputotm!sr
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termination decisions. For this reason, employees often do not welcome a new owner because
they feel tlueatened. If the new owner plans to make changes in the business, its current employ-
ees may not suit her needs. Others may not be able to adapt to the new owner's management
st y le, and a culture clash results. A successful new operating strategy can seldom be effectively
implemented by incompetent employees. If your due diligence efforts uncovered that the current
employees are a significant cause of the problems the business faces, you must have a preemp-
tive plan to correct this weakness or your new strategic efforts may fail miserably.

THE BUSINESS LOCATION MAY HAVE BECOME UNSATISFACTORY What was
once an ideal location may have become obsolete as market and demographic trends changed.
Large shopping malls, new competitors, or highway reroutings can spell disaster for small
retail shops. Prospective buyers should always evaluate the existing market in the area sur-
roiindina an estahlichM hosiness as well tt p ential f05 expansion. Remember, you are buy-
ing the future, not the past. A location in decline may never recover. If business success is tied
to location, do not acquire a business where the demographic trends are turning negative. The
value of the business will erode faster than the neighborhood.

EQUIPMENT AND FA--!L;-.;ES MAY BE OBSOLETE OR INEFFICIENT. Potential
buyers sometimes neglect to have an expert evaluate a firm's facilities and equipment before
they purchase it. Only later do they discover that the equipment is obsolete and inefficient, and
consequently the business may suffer losses from excessively high operating costs. The equip-
ment may have been well suited to the business they purchased but not to the business they
want to build. Modernizing equipment and facilities is seldom inexpensive.

CHANGE AN  IN NOYAT ION ARE DiFFiCULT 10 IMPLEMENT. It iseasiertoplan for
change than is to implement it. Methods previousl y used in a business ma y have established
precedents that are hard to modify. For example, if tue previous owner allowed a 10 percent dis-
count to customers purchasing a hundred or more units in a single order, it ma y be almost
impossible to eliminate the discount practice without losing some of those customers The pre-
vious owner's polic ies, even if proven unwise, still affect the changes a new owner can make.
ReversinR a downward slide in sales can be j ust as difficult. Implementing changes to bring in
new business and convince former clients to return can be an expensive and laborious process.
Never underestimate the effort, tune, and expense it takes to change the negative momentum of
a business in trouble. Before a business can go forward, it must stop going backward

INVENTORY MAY BE OUTDATED OR OBSOLETE. Inventory is valuable only if it is
salable. Smart buyers know better than IC trust the inventory valuation on a firm's balance
sheet. Some of it may actually appreciate in value in periods of rapid inflation, but more likely
it has depreciated. A prospective buyer must judge inventory on the basis of its market value,
riot its hook value.

TABLE S.!

Valuing Accounts ReceivableA prospective buyer asked the current owner of  business about the value of her accounts receivabie.The
owner ,, business records showed $101,000 in receivables, But when the prospective buyer aged the accounts
and rouSipired tho rn by his estimated collection probabtities, ire discovered their reel value.

Collection
Age of Account.	 Value

0-30 days	 $40,000
	

93%
	

$ 3B4O00
31-60 days	 25.000

	
88%	 22,000

61 .90 days	 14.000
	

70%	 9,800
91-120 days	 10 nIYI	 4,000
121-1$0 days	 7,000

	
2sx
	

1,750
i5 1 -pus days	 10%
Total	 5J,j	 ,
Had he blindly accepted the seller's book value of these accounts receivable, this prospective buyer would have
'verpa,d nearly 325,000 for tips,,!!
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For example, generations of customers have enjoyed shopping at a Clemson. South Carolina,
landmark, Judge Kellers General Store. inventory can be traced back to the founder three gen-
erations ago. excellent service and friendly and honest owners made shopping a delight, but if

you were to evaluate its inventory you might discover some items that were outdated.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE MAY BE WORTH LESS THAN FACE VALUE. Like inven-
tory, accounts receivables rarely are worth their face value, The prospective buyer should age
the accounts receivable (a breakdown of accounts 30. 60, 90, and 120 days old and beyond) to
determine their collectibility. The older the receivables are, the less likely they are to be col-
lected and, consequently, the lower their value is. Table 5.1 shows a simple but effective
method of evaluating accounts receivable once they have been aged.

When one buyer was considering purchasing an existing business, his research showed that
a substantial volume of accounts receivable was well past due. Further investigation revealed
that the company and its targst cossorner were !ocked in a nasty flght ovcr thcse outstanding

accounts. The buyer decided to withdraw his preliminary offer.3

THE BUSINESS MAY BE OVERPRICED. Each year, many people purchase businesses at
prices far in excess of their value, which can impair the companies' ability to earn a profit and
generate a positive cash flow. If a buyer accurately values a business's accounts ieceivabie, inven-
tories, and other assets, she will be in a better position to negotiate a price that will allow the busi-
ness to be profitable. Making payments on a business that was overpriced is a millstone around
the new owner's neck, making it difficult to carry this excess weight and keep the business afloat.

Although most buyers do not realize it, the price they pay for a company typically is not as cru-
cial to its continued success as the terms on which they make the purchase. Of course, 'vise busi-
ness buyers will try to negotiate a fair and reasonable price, but they are often equally interested in
the more specific terms of the desl-'—for instance, ho'.'. much cash they must pay out and when,
how much of the price the seller is willing to finance and for how long, the Interest rate at which the
deal is financed, and other such terms. Their primary concern is making sure that the deal does not
endanger the company's future financial health and that it preserves the company's cash flow.

,s

'otu .15 Ole ugm
bay ,i buMless

THE STEPS IN ACQUIRING A BUSINESS
Buvng an existing business can be risk y if approached haphazardly. Studies show that more
han 50 percent of all business acquisitions tail to meet the buyer's expectations. 'lb avoid
.ustly mistakes, an entrepreneur-to-be should follow 'a logical, methodical approach:4

• Analyze your skills, abilities, and interests to determine what kind(sl of businesses you should
consider.

• Prepare a list of potential candidates.

Ill Investigate those candidates and evaluate the best onels).

• Explore financing options.

• Ensure a smooth transition.

Analyze Your Skills, Abilities, and Interests

The first step in buying a business is not searching out potential acquisition candidates. Every

ciitrcprcreur considering buying a business should begin by conducting a self-audit to deter-
mine the ideal business for him or her. The primary focus is to identify the type of business you

will be happiest and most successful owning. Consider, for example. the following questions:

• What business activities do you enjoy most? Least? Why?

• Which industries or markets offer the greatest potenttal tar growth?

• Which industries interest you most'? Least? Why?

• What kind of business do you want to buy?

• What kinds of businesses do you want to avoid'?

• What do you expect to get out of the business?

• How much time, energy, and money can you put into the business?
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• What business skills and experience do you have? Which ones do you lack?

• How easily can you transfer your skills and experience to other types of businesses? In what
kinds of businesses would that transfer be easiest?

• How much risk are you willing to take?

• Are you willing and able to turn around a struggling business?

• What size company do you want to buy?

• is there a particular geographic location you desire?

Answering these and other questions beforehand will allow you to develop a list of precise cri-
teria a company must meet before it becomes a purchase candidate. Addressing these issues
early in the process will also save a great deal of time, trouble, and confusion as you wade
through a multitude of business opportunities. The better you know yourself—your skills, corn-
pelencies, and interests—Inc more likely you will be to find and manage a successful business.

Prepare a List of Potential Candidates

Once you know what your goals are for acqung a business, you can begin your search. Do
not limit yourself to only those businesses that are advertised as being "for sale." In fact, the
hidden market of companies that might be for sale but are not advertised as such is one of
the richest sources of top-quality businesses. Many businesses that can be purchased are not
publicly advertised but are available through business brokers and other professionals.
Although they maintain a low profile, these hidden businesses represent some of the most
attractive purchase targets a prospective buyer may find. How can you tart into this hidden
market of potential acquisitions 9 T spicai sources include the following:

• Business brokers

• Bankers

• Accountants

• Investment bankers

• Industry contacts--suppliers, distributors, customers, insurance brokers, and others

• Networking-social and business contacts with friends and relatives

• Knocking on the doors of businesses you'd like to buy (even if thcvre not advertised as being tot sale)
• Trade associations

• Newspapers and trade journals listing businesses for sale
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In recent years, the World Wide Web also has become an important tool for entrepreneurs
looking to buy businesses. In the past, the market for businesses was highly fragmented and
unstructured, making it difficult for entrepreneurs to conduct an organized, thorough search for

companies that might meet their purchase criteria. Today, hundreds of business brokers have
established Web sites that list thousands of companies for sale in practically every industry
imaginable, enabling entrepreneurs to search the entire country for that perfect business from
the comfort of their own homes. Using the Web, potential buyers can eliminate the companies
that do not suit them and can conduct preliminary research on those that look most promising.
The more opportunities entrepreneurs have to find and evaluate potential acquisitions, the
greater the likelihood of finding a match that meets their criteria.

INVESTIGATE AND EVALUATE CANDIDATE BUSINESSES AND EVALUATE THE
BEST ONE. Finding the right company requires patience. Although some buyers find a com-
pany after only a few months of looking, the typical search takes much lonner. as mn'h Ps n,o

or three years. Once you have a list of prospective candidates, It is time to do your homework.
The next step is to investigate the candidates in more detail:

• What are the company's strengths? Weaknesses?

• Is the company profliable? What is v vs overall fi nancial condition?

• What is its cash flow cycle? How much cash will the company generate?

• Who are its major competitors?

• How large is the customer base? Is it growing or shrinking?

• Are the current employees suitable? Will they stay?

• What is the physical condition of the business, its equipment, and its inventory?

• What new skills must you learn to be able to niarage this busncss succsfuiiy?

Determining the answers to these (and other questions addressed in this chapter) will allow a
prospective buyer to develop a list of the most attractive prospects and to prioritize theto in descend-
ing order of attractiveness. This process also will make the task of valuing the business much easier.

Explore Financing Options

Placing a value on an existing business (a topic we will discuss later in this chapter) represents a
major hurdle for many would-be entrepreneurs. The next challenging task in closing a successful
deal is financing the purchase. Although financing the purchase of an existing business usually is
easier than financing a new one, some traditional lenders shy away from deals involving the pur-
chase of an existing business. Those who are willing to finance business purchases normally lend
only a portion of the value of the assets, so buyers often find themselves searching for alternative
sources of funds. Fortunately, most business buyers have access to a ready source of financing: the
seller. Once a seller finds a suitable buyer, she typically will agree to finance anywhere from 30

percent to 80 percent of the purchase price. Usually. a deal is structured so that the buyer makes a
down payment to the seller, who then finances a note for the balance. The buyer makes regular
principal and interest payments over time—perhaps with a larger balloon pa yment at the end—

until the note is paid off. The terms and conditions of such a loan are a vital concern to both buyer
and sellem. They cannot be so burdensome that they threaten the company's continued existence:
that is, the buyer must be able to make the payments to the seller out of the company's cash flow.
At the same time. lbs deal most give the seller the financial tecurity she a seeking from the sale.
Defining reasonable terms is the result of the negotiation process between the buyer and the seller.

Ensure a Smooth Transition

Once the nartiss trike a des!, the challenge of making a smooth transltton ;mrncdiatcly arises.
No matter how well planned the sale is, there are always surprises. For instance, the new owner

may have ideas for changing the business—sometimes radically—that cause a great deal of
stress and anxiety among employees and the previous owner. Charged with such emotion and
uncertainty, the transition phase.is always difficult and frustrating—and sometimes painful. To
avoid a bumpy transition, a business buyer should do the following:
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anxiety. tuid erniployces need aCaroulanee.

Be honest with ernpkrvee-s Avoid telling there only what they want to hear Share , ib the employees

vottr vision for the business with the intent ot generating a heightened level ot motivation and Support.

im Lisiern to employees. They have intirvisle knowledge of the business and its strengths and weak

nesec and usually can offer valuable suggestions.

Coriodcrr asking the Seller to serve as a cousaliiaelt until the transition Is complete. The prcciOuu

owner can be a valuable resource, especially to an inexperienced buyer.

Table 5.2 describes 15 steps potential buyers should take to increase the probability that the

businesses they buy are the right ones for them.
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When evaluating an existing business, a lone buyer quickly feels overwhelmed by the tremeti.

dout number and complexit y of the issues involved. Therefore, a smart buyer will assemble

team of specialists to help in investigating the potential business opportunity. 'Phis team is usu

ally composed of a hanker, an accountant familiar with the particular industry, an attorney, and

perhaps a small business consultant or a business broker. The cost of such a team cancan range

from $3,000 to $20,000, hut most buyers agree that using a team significantly lowers the likelt-

hood ot'making 'a bad buy. Because intikirig shad purchase will cost many tiertes the expense of

a team of experts, most buyers see it as a wise investment. It is intporlant for a buyer to trust the

roembert of the business cnvaluatir,ri team. With this team assembled, the pcitCntial buyer is

ready icr explore the business opportunity by examining five critical areas.

I. Make sum you houtdn't he stoning a company instead You should hr',a solid rearorla for buying a company

rather than starting tine—arid you shn,utd know what diey are.

2. Determine the kind of truancy, you icont-'-ond whether you?e copobk of running it This requires an unflinching

assessment of your awn strengths, weaknesses, personality. and goab,

3 Consider tire lifestyle Coo 'Noel. What are you expecting from the business? Money? Freedom? Flexibdiry?

4. Consider the ioc,aoorn you wont 'tibet part of the country (or wcirld( do you wane to livein?

S . Reconsider lifestyle Younina, own thic businsat for a II bog Corn It had barter be ova you as(oy.

S. rry'i ' 'rr eider, r,,000wse. 'hers nose,.i,isi ,nde, a tong brnii.ne yo,a	 ed vu buryono sly r..wney. iliensiup a

rapport with rirOriT.

7 Pupate to ref yourrs'ff so the ;diere. YcLre buying thor "baby," ape they'll want, to make sure ,'cnure nbc right

person for son ob?

8. Nov you're defined the kind of business ynrni'e after, find the rr Ian cornpnnr,m Three ma jor sources of potential

ctesc,'Jor,es are t ii the nere,ork of twrineatpwple and advisers in. them are a  (2) busIness broken speclailving in

cnrnyunes o!rh, sire or owe 0<" w:inr to buy. and (3) businesses that tehmricahly are not for sale (brie are very

nrt.ractiv,±i,

9. Choose ry e '5kit ;ePt',. l ;mie hono;t? flh' the tutu) reason she's sellin g the 'nosIness1

iO. £10 your mseurch before ag reentg too pelts. Ask ions or quasuourt and get she facts to 'oafs Iou otthnate the

conap'aimy'c ,ohie.

It. Make sire your erner of ip,ferS Is specIfic. it should soeshlith rJe'udline, esca pe clauses, payment tome,

:,nlidercinticy,'and many othnr ksy issues.

2. Den'! sloop tin die diligence. Don't believe everything you see and hear; a relentless in'u"eorrgatiOrr, wilt shrew

r wth'er 5115 sviler is Ceiling the tmuch, r'Icrc all ,oi St yli, vS.

3, Cc sksp5col. Crime hIt in t?,'a ccitt ' it,e dad; loot for reasons not to buy the comps.'ry.

ii Cam's furget rn Ossens the sroployeno Yrnre not 'st buyIng in cc,rnpariy; you're also shying rho pccule'nhci go

',npiin IL

lb P/lake turn the lied price (fitCC5 (lit csInplfl'/'r item elide. Den's lower ymair :tnsmcer of success by pa/urn roe'
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statements. Never expect to get a full disclose of the whole story. In most business sales, the
buyer bears the responsibility of determining whether the business is a good value. The best
way to do that is to get out into the local community, talk to people, and ask a lot of questions.
Visiting local business owners may reveal general patterns about the area and its overall vital-
ity. The local Chamber of Commerce also may have useful information. Suppliers, customers,
and even competitors may be able to shed light on why a business it up for sale. By combin-
ing this information with an analysis of the company's financial records, the potential buyer
should be able to develop a clearer picture of the business and its real value.

The Condition of the Business

WHAT IS THE PHYSICAL CONDITION or THE BUSINESS? A prospective buyer
...........,,.,..:,,.,__' ------------------ .,,;,,,,;h.,;...,I..	 A,-.,tk,.0	 ...-,-.-, . 'Jr....... 

they obsolete? Will they need to be replaced soon? Do they operate efficiently? The potential
buyer should check the condition of both the equipment and the building. it may be necessary
to hire a professional to evaluate the major components of the building—its structure and its
plumbing, electrical, and heating and cooling systems. Unexpected renovations are rarely inex-
pensive or simple and can punch a gaping hole in a buyer's financial plans.

How fresh is the firm's inventory? Is it consistent with the image the new owner wants to
project? How much of it would the buyer have to sell at a loss? A potential buyer may need to
get an independent appraisal to determine the value of the firm's inventory and other assets
because the current owner may have priced them far above their actual value. These items typ-
ically comprise the largest portion of a business's value, and a potential buyer should not accept
the seller's asking price blindly. Remember: Book value is not the same as market value.

Usually, a buyer can purchase equipment and fixtures at substantially lower prices than book
value. Value is determined in the market, not on a balance sheet.

Other important factors that the potential buyer should investigate include the following;

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE. If the sale includes accounts receivable, the buyer should check
their quality before purchasing them. How creditworthy are the accounts? What portion of
them is past due? How likely are you to be able to collect them? By aging the accounts receiv-
able, a buyer can judge their quality and determine their value, (Refer to Table 5.1.)

LEASE ARRANGEMENTS. Is the lease included in the sale? When does it expire? What restrictions
does it have on renovation or expansion? The buyer should determine beforehand what restrictions
the landlord has placed on the lease and negotiate any changes prior to purchasing the business.

BUSINESS RECORDS. Well-kept business records can he a valuable source of information and
can tell a prospective buyer a lot about the company's  pattern of success (or lack of it).
Unfortunately, many business owners are sloppy recordkeepers. Consequently, the potential
buyer and his team may have to reconstruct some critical records. It is important to verify as
much information about the business as possible. For instance, does the owner have customer
or mailing lists? These lists can be a valuable marketing tool for a new business owner.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS. Does the sale include any intangible assets such as trademarks,
patents, copyrights, or goodwill? how long do patents have left to run? Is the trademark threat-
ened by lawsuits for infringement? Does the company have logos or slogans that are unique or
widely recognized? Determining the value of such intangibles is much more difficult than com-
puting the value of the tangible assets.

LOCATION AND APPEARANCE. The location and the overall appearance of the building
are important factors for a prospective buyer to consider. What had been an outstanding loca-
tion in the past may be totally unacceptable today. Even if the building and equipment are in
good condition and are fairly priced, the business may be located in a declining area. What
kinds of businesses are in the area? Every buyer should consider the location's suitability sev-
eral years into the future.

The n,iental hover should also check local zoning laws to ensure that any chanues he wants
to make are legal. In some areas, zoning laws are very difficult to change and, as a result, can
restrict the business's growth.

Table 5.3 offers a checklist of items every business buyer should investigate before closing a deal.
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Buildings, farnahisgo, And ftxtu,ee. Every buyer should get a hoc of all of the fisted assets included in the purchase
• and then 

determine their condition. age, usefulness, and value,

Ineentery Inventory may be the biggest pert of a busines, sale, stod it can be one of the trickiest part of the deal.
What inventory is on hand!hand? VVhat ' a its conditic.ri? How salable iS' YJht is to, uralia? (Remember is-os cci contust

- book volu p with market ealue.) What is the comripamsy's rnerthandise return policy? l-lciw high is its recent rate?

F,rian'sol ssntemenls. Although sinail business aylners are notoriously poor recordkeepen,a busirsess buyer

must have access to a company's financial statements for the past five years This is the only way a buyer can

fudge the earning power of a company. The most reliable financial statements are -those that have been audited

by a certified public accountant. Comparing financial ratios against Industry standards found in reports From

Robert Morris & Associates and Dun & Bradstreet can reveal important patterns.

Too ,ewms. A good accountrir should be able to reconcile the owners or comoanv ma ruturns with itS
financial statatnents.

Sole, records. A prospective buyer should deteroline sales paiseniss by getting a mnoiir.IsIy bmnakdo'wri by product

categones, sales representatives, cash versus credit, and any other significant factor for the company for three

years. It is also a good idea so identify the companyb top ID customers and review their purchases over the

Past three ye;rs. For what percentage of total sales did these IC customers account?

Accounts receivable. Age the company's accc,urcs tacaivable to see how many are currtnt and how many are

past due. Identify the cop 10 accounts and check their credit ratings.

Accounts payable. Conduct an analysis similar to the one for accounts receivable for the company 's accounts

payable. Past-due accounts are an indication that a business is experiencing cash flow difficulties.

[ago! documents. A prospective buyer should i vosogate all significant contracts (especially long-terra ones) a

company has with vendora, suppliers, distributors, lender,, employees, unions, customers, landlords, and others.

Can the current owner assign the rights and obligations of these existing contracts to the buyer? If the

company is incorporated, it wee to check the articles of incorporation (or its articles of organization and

operating agreement if it In a flouted liability company).

Patent, trademarks, and copyrights. Reviewing the docurnentanon for any patent, trademarks, and copyrights

the company holds is vital.

Lny,uits. is the company facing any lawsuits, either current or pending?

Liabilities. it is ataendal that the seller provide the buyer with a complete list Of liabilities that are outstanding against

the company. including attounts and ,ecea payable, loans, liens by creditors against business assets, lawsuits. and others,

Athertising and sates literature. A business buyer should study the company's aduart.tlng and :ale* literature to

gut an idea of the image it is projecting to its customers and the cO!nmunitvTalking in castomert, suppliers,

bankers, attorneys, and other local bus'meni ov,ner, will provide clues about the company's reputation.

Organization chart Current employees can be a vital asset to a business buyer (if they are wilting to stay alter

the sJe). Ask the seller to develop an organization chart, showing the company  chin of command, and get

cooae, Of em ployees' lob descriptions so you can understand wino is responsible for whirh dirties.

Inumsatoce co%erage. Evaluate the types and amounts of insurance coverage the company currently has, including

workers ' compensation. Is is sufficient' If trot, will you be able to obtain the necessary coverage at a reasonable price?

TABLE 5.31

A Business Buyer's Checklist

Source: Adapted (ruin "Look before 'CAO'

tity" Buarneas Resale l'1erwrjrL

MOW brnenworlccnnufeawrni,/b,6.rlhin,l'
on in -Depth tralunusri:'

Buseieas Resale Ilanwork,

ww'w.brr:eiwvjS..cc.mlIeawresJbybI.l,trnl,
Norrit Brodsky. "Caveat Liviptoc" Inc.

August 1998, pp 3 -32:' Bases of
Buying a Business" American Express
Smell Business Extflange,

ncrne3.ar,:er:nonvapr esc.corntsmallbusi.v.

Products and Services

WHAT IS THE POTENTIAL FOR THE COMPANY'S PRODUCTS OSkRYtCflst No
r,rsc'wania to buy it wtth a hmrking custcsmrr ba ye A thorough market analysis can
lead to an acciJiafe incl realissc Sates forecast for an esr.strny businesS, This research will tell

f'tsYr svhethec tsr nut hy should ';onsidec bu y ing a piirtisiltu' hus,ness and will help spot trends

to the,	 and customer base

CUSTOMER CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPOSITION. Before psnrchauing anexisling

buifsesc, a bu yer should analyze both exisrin y ann potential cuSic'mers 'Discovering why Cus-
lfsrnere buy from the hu.einess and developing a profile of the t'nlirO CUstC'mer basa Can. help fhe
buyer identify a Compan y ' s screnths snd iseakncssses. The entrepreneur should determine the

answer to the following qase'.dcnns--

bVho are my CublOrrICI's its terms 0! race, aye, gender, and income le vel.' What is thCir demo-
graphic profil0

• Why lics the y hi'

• What di, the cuatn,mesy aScII the hug ines to do for them? What ric'i'ds ire they oati.cfving"
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• How often do customers buy? Do they buy in seasonal patterns?
• how loyal are my present customers?

• Is it practical or evcn possible to attract new customers? If so, are the new customers significantly
different from existing customers?

• Does the business have a well-defined customer base? is it growin g ? Do these customers come
from a large geographical area or do they all live near the business?

Analyzing the answers to these questions can help a potential buyer create and implement a
more powerful marketing plan. Most likely he will try to keep the business attractive to existing
customers, while changing some features of its marketing plan to attract new customers.

COMPETITOR ANALYSIS. A potential buyer must identify the company's direct
coinpetstion—those businesses in thersissvdistc area that sell ecr products or services. The
Potential profitability and survival of the business may well depend on the behavior of these
competitors. An important factor to consider is the trend in the competition. How many com-
petitors have opened in recent years? How many have closed in the past five years? What
caused these flijiures? Has the market already reached the saturation point? Being a latecomer
in an already saturated market is not the path to long-term success.

When evaluating the competitive environment, a prospective buyer should address other
questions:

• Which competitors have survived, and what characteristics have led to their success?

• How do competitors' sales volumes compare with those of the business under consideration?
• What unique services do competitors offer?

How well organized and coordinated are the marketing efforts of competitors?
What are the competitors reputations?

• What are the strengths and weaknesses of the competition? Which competitor is strongest?
• What competitive edge does each competitor have?

• How can you gain market share in this competitive environment?

Legal Aspects

WHAT LEGAL ASPECTS SHOULD YOU CONSIDER? Business buyers must be careful t()
avoid several legal pitfalls as they negotiate the final deal. The biggest potential traps include
liens, bulk transfers, contract assignments, covenants not to compete, and ongoing legal liabilities

LIENS. The key legal issue in the sale of any asset is typically the proper transfer of good title
from seller to buyer. Howcver, because must business sales involve a collection olassorsed assets,
the transfer of a good title is more complex. Some business assets may have liens (creditors'
claims) against them and, unless they are satisfied before the sale, the buyer must assume them
and is financially responsible for them. One way to reduce this potential problem is to include a
clause in the sales contract stating that any liability not shown on the balance sheet at the time of

• sale remains the responsibility of the seller. A prospective buyer should have an attorney thor-
oughly investigate all of the assets for sale and their lien status before buying any business.

BULK TRANSFERS. To protect against surprise claims from the seller's creditors after pur-
chasing a business, the buyer should meet the requirements of a bulk transfer under Section
of the Uniform Commercial Code. Suppose that an owner owing many creditors sells his busi-
ness to a buyer. The seller, however, does not use the proceeds of the sale to pay his debts to
business creditors. Instead, he pockets them to use for his own benefit. Without the protection
of a bulk transfer, those creditors could make claim to the assets that the buyer purchased in
order to satisfy the previous owner's debts (within six months). To he effective, a bulk transfer
must meet the following criteria;

• The seller must give the buyer a signed. sworn list of existing creditors.
• The hnyr and tbe seller must prepare a tit of the property ,.Jodcd in die sale
• The buyer must keep the list of creditors and the list of property for six months.

• The buyer must give written notice of the sale to each creditor at least 10 days before be takes
possession of the goods or 	 for them (whichever is first).

lien-a creditor's claim against
an asset

bulk transfer–_protects the
buyer of a business's assets from
the claims unpaid creditors might
have against these assets.
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due-on-sale clause—loan
contract provision that prohibits a
seller from assigning a loan
arrangement to the buyer. Instead,
the buyer is required to finance
the remaining loan balance at
prevailing interest rates.

covenant not to compete
(or restrictive covenant)—
an agreement between a buyer
and a seller in which the seller
agrees not to compete with the
buyer within a specific time
period and geographic area.

By meeting these criteria, a buyer acquires free and clear title to the assets purchased, which
are not subject to prior claims from the seller's creditors. Because Section 6 can create quite a
burden on a business buyer. 16 states have repealed it, and more may follow. About a half-dozen
states have revised Section 6 to make it easier for buyers to notify creditors. Under the revised
rule, if a business has more than 200 creditors, the buyer may notify them by public notice
rather than by contacting them individually.

CONTRACT ASSIGNMENTS. A buyer must investigate the rights and the obligations he
would assume under existing contracts with suppliers, customers, employees, lessors, and oth-
ers- To continue the smooth operation of the business, the buyer must assume the rights of the
seller under many existing contract-s. Assuming these rights and obligations means having the
seller assign existing contracts to the new owner. For example, the current owner may have four
years left on a lu-yeas kase isj.d wili ae.cd jr assign this conac: to the Th protect her
interest, the buyer (who is the assignee) should notify the other party involved in the contract of
the assignment. In the previous example, the business buyer should notify the landlord
promptly of the lease assignment from the previous owner.

Generally, the seller can assign any contractual tight to the buyer, unless the contract specifically
prohibits the assignment or the contract is personal in nature. For instance, loan contracts sometimes
prohibit assignments with due-on-sale clauses. These clauses require the buyer to pay the full amount
of the remaining loan balance or to finance the balance at prevailing interest rates. Thus, the buyer
cannot assume the seller's loan (at a lower interest rate). Also, a seller usually cannot assign his credit
arrangements with suppliers to the buyer because they are based on the seller's business reputation and
are personal in nature. If such contracts are crucial to the business operation and cannot be assigned,
the buyer must renegotiate new contracts. A prospective buyer also should evaluate the terms of any
other unique contracts the seller has, including patent, trademark, or copyright registrations, exclusive
agent or distributor contracts, real estate leases, financing and loan airangetnents, and union contracts.

COVENANTS NOT TO COMPETE. One of the most important and most often overlooked legal
considerations for a prospective buyer is negotiating a covenant not to compete (or a restrictive
covenant) with the seller. Under a restrictive covenant, the seller agrees not to open a new compet-
ing business within a specific time period and geographic area (The covenant should be negotiated
with the owner, not with the corporation, because if the corporation signs the agreement, the owner
may not be bound.) However, the covenant must be a part of a business We and must be reasonable
in scope in order to be enforceable. Although some states place limitations on the enforceability of
restrictive covenants, business buyers should insist on the seller signing one. Without this protec-
tion, a buyer may find his new business eroding beneath his feet. For example, Bob purchases a tire
business from Alexandra, whose reputation in town for selling tires is unequaled. If Bob fails to
negotiate a restrictive covenant, nothing can stop Alexandra from opening a new sho t, iiCSt to her
old one and keeping all of her customers, thereby driving Bob out of business. A reasonable
covenant in this case might restrict Alexandra from opening a tire store within a three-mile radius
for three years. Every business buyer should negotiate a covenant not to compete with the seller.

ONGOING LEGAL LIABILITIES. Finally, a buyer must look for any potential legal liabili-
ties the purchase might expose. These typically arise from three sources: (I) physical premises, •
(2) product liability claims, and (3) labor relations. First, the buyer must exartune the physical
premises for safely. Are employees at risk because of asbestos or some other hazardous mater-
ial? If a manufacturing environment is involved, does it meet Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and other regulatory agency requirements?

One entrepreneur who purchased a retail business located in a building that once housed a gaso-
line service station was quite surprised when the Environmental Protection Agency informed him
that he would have to pay for cleaning up the results of an old, leaking gas tank that still sat
beneath the property. Even though he had no part in running the old gas station and did not know
the leaking tank was there, he was responsible for the cost of the cleanup! Removing the tank and
cleaning up the Site cost him several thousand dollars that he had not budgeted.

Second, the buyer must consider whether existing products contain defects that could result in
product liability lawsuits, which claim that a company is liable for damages and injuries caused
by the products or services it makes or sells. Existing lawsuits might be an omen of more to fol-
low. In addition, the buyer must explore products that the company has discontinued because he
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might be liable for them if they prove to be defective. The final bargain between the parties should
require the seller to guarantee that the company is not involved in any product liability lawsuits.

Third, what is the relationship between management and employees? Does a union contract
exist? The time to discover sour management—labor relations is before the purchase, not after.

If the buyer's investigation reveals such potential liabilities, it does not necessarily eliminate
the business from consideration. Insurance coverage can shift such risks from the potential
buyer, but the buyer should check to see whether the insurance will cover lawsuits resulting
from actions predating the purchase.

Financial Soundness of the Business

IS THE BUSINESS FINANCIALLY SOUND? A prospective buyer must analyze the financial
re.cr,rds of a raroer bnsines to deterrmne its cnr,ditinn. He shouldn't he afraid to ask an accountant
for help. Accounting systems and methods can vary tremendously from one type of business to
another and can be quite confusing to a novice. Current Profits be inflated by changes in the
accounting procedure or in the method for recording sales. For the buyer, the most dependable
financial records are audited statements, those prepared by a CPA firm in accordance with gener-
ally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Unfortunately, audited records do not exist in many
small companies that are for sale. In some cases, a potential buyer has to hire an accountant to con-
struct reliable financial statements because the owner's accounting and recordkeeping is so sloppy.

When evaluating the financial status of any business prospect, a buyer must remember that
any investment in a company should produce a reasonable salary for her, an attractive return on
the money she invests, and enough to cover the amount she must borrow to make the purchase.
Otherwise, it makes no sense to purchase the business. Because most investors know that they
can earn at least 8 to 10 percent a year by investing wisely in the stock market, they expect any
business they buy to earn at least that amount plus an extra return that reflects the additional
risk of buying a business. Many owners expect to earn a return of at least IS percent to 30 per-
cent on the amount invested in their businesses.

A buyer also must remember that she is purchasing the future profit potential of an existing
business. To evaluate the firm's profit potential, she should review past sales, operating
expenses, and profits as well as the assets used to generate those profits. She must compare cur-
rent balance sheets and income statements with previous ones and then develop pro forma
statements for the next two or three years. Sales tax records, income tax returns, and financial
statements are valuable sources of information.

Are profits consistent over the years, or are they erratic? Is this pattern typical in the indus-
try, Otis it a result of unique circumstances or poor management? Can the business survive with
such a serious fluctuation in revenues, costs, and profits? If these fluctuations are caused by
poor management, can a new manager turn the business around?

Some of the financial records that a potential buyer should examine include the following:

INCOME STATEMENTS AND BALANCE SHEETS FOR THE FAST THREE TO FIVE
YEARS. It is important to review data from several years because creative accounting techniques
can distort financial data in any single year. Even though buyers are purchasing the future profits
of a business, they must remember that many businesses intentionally show low profits in order to
minimize the owners' tax bills. Low profits should prompt a buyer to investigate their causes,

INCOME TAX RETURNS FOR THE PAST THREE TO FIVE YEARS. Comparing basic finan-
cial statements with (ax returns can reveal discrepancies of which the buyer should be aware. Some
small business owners skim from their businesses—take money from sales without reporting it as
income. Owners who skim will claim their businesses are more profitable than their tax returns
show. Although such underreporting is illegal and unethical, it is surprisingly common. Do not pay
for undocumented, "phantom" profits the seller claims exist. In fact, you should consider whether
you want to buy a business from someone who admits to doing business unethically.

OWNER'S COMPENSATION (AND THAT OF RELATIVES). The owner's compensation is
especially important in small companies; and the smaller the company is, the more important it will
be. Although many companies do not pay their owners what they are worth, others compensate
their owners lavishly. The buyer muss consider the impact of fringe benefits—company cars, insur-
ance contracts, country club memberships, and the like. It is important to adjust the company's
income statements for the salary and fringe benefits that the seller has paiq himself and others.

product liability lawsuits-
towsuits that claim a company is
liable for damages and injuries
caused by the products it makes
or sells.

skiniming—{aicnig money from
sides without reporting it as
income.
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CASH FLQ 1. P.losl buyers understand the importance of evaluating a company's pi tlt3bshty, tot
fewer resxigri ce the riecet sisy of analyzing its rash flow. They assume that if profits are adequate. there

will be suii ,1rflt cash to pay all of the bills and to fund an attractive salary for thernaelve. Thot is riot
necessorilv the case! Before you agree to a deal, you should sit down with an accountant and convert the
target companys financial statements into a cash flow forecast. Not only must this forecast take into
account ezisririg debts and obligations but also any modifications the buyer would invite in the business.
It must also reflect the repayment of any financing the buyer arraiiges to pin-chase the company. Will the
company generate enough cash to be self-supporting? How wuch cash will it generate for you?

A potential buyer must look for suspicious deviations from normal (in either direction) for
sales, expenses, profits, cash flaw, assets, and liabilities. Have sales been increasing or decreas-
in'f Is the equipment really as valuable as it is ttstr.d on the balarwr- ahert' 1 Are udvsrtivirig
cxnses unusually high or low'? How is depreciation reflected in the financial statements?

This financial information gives a buyer the oppcirlunity, to verity the sellers claims about the
busineos's perfumiarice. Sometimes, however, Sf1 owner will take short term actions that produce
a healthy financial vlatcrnent but weaken the fienfs lon g -teoti health and profit potential. For
example, a seller ' .. kywer costs by gradually eliminating equipment maintenance or boost

to ,iiarginal businesses that will never pay their bills. Such techttiques 'cart artifi-

ci1l y inflate assets and profits, but a well-prepared buyer hld he able to see through them. -

ISiOR!U.i.
Consultant •
Escaping a High-Tech World
for a Low-T6ck One

Mike and Nancy Lusby knew that it was time for a
in their lives. Mike, the director of operations for a high-
tech company in Silicon Valley, had just learned that his
$70,000-a-year job was being eliminated. Nancy was the
manager of the finance department at a high-tech lab 15

Silicon Valley, arid, although she enjoyed her work, she had
grown weary of office politics and the three-hour round-trip
couimutes to work and back. The Lusbys decided that it
was ume to realize their dream of bccouiiing cii'ueplrnew.s.

Rather than start their own company from scratch, how-
ever, the Lusby " wanted to bay a business. They knew that
they did not want to own it company and that they
did want a business that included Ii'img quters. The couple
spent a considerable amount of time scouring advertisenients
for buslneses in magazines and newspiipaav. ultimately nar-
rowing their zhoire:; to three: hacdware.siorrs, bed and -break
fast inns, and general stOrer. "I've alwa ys loved hardware
stores' says Mike, but they don't usually come with -spLice to
live. B&Bs provide you housing, but you're on call 24 hours a
day." The couple decided to focus on general stores.

Mike contacted a dozen general stores and visited them but
altimajely rejected them all hecaue the y we,se either "boring'
or they were too Far int,ioi good sehoots for the couple's young
daughters. The prospects of finding n s t ritable general store
were fading. "We were down to our fast $ 1,900 in co y severance
pay. and I spent it on a plane tickets to fl y to New ltsrnprthire,
Mike says. There he 'rimited the Brick Store, which is litted on
the interior Department's National Register of Hissct'ic Places
as the oldest contimniousl y operated general store in the United
Stases. Mike immediately recognized the Brick Stare's drawing

power and marketing potential; he also fell in love with the
business, which was stained in 1790. The brick building that
houses the stare today was built in 1504 after a fire destroyed

I the original location. The two-story, Federal-style building
came complete with large white columns and an inviting porch.
Its old-world charm 'san hard for the Ltwbys—and for
customers—to resist. Plus, there was plenty of room upstairs
for the famil y to live, The Amasonoosuc River flowed by just
beyonu ' ''k Store, antI the town ial jatli was tilled with
picturrssptc. sal ar-Iike.eiaca. New $Eogicnn Ncilny was
the longest covered bridge in New Hampshire.

The Lush a were reedy to buy the Brick Store. The asking
pr-tee was $390,000 but the owner accepted the Litsbys offer
of $300,000. The Luabys took much of their savings and a
gilt from Niuicy's parents to make a down payment of

1411.000 and bcrawed the haiancc from a IOCSI bank
Although their previous business experience cache in bandy
when they set up a mail-order business to keep revenue com-
ing in during the off-season (January through April), the
L.osbys knew they had a lot to learn abbot retailing, Product
fines ntis into the hundreds--from pockefkiuve-e and jellies to
weather-vanes to-id worms ---all with profit margins so s'arietl
as the products themvl'.-ts, 'They cliss:o',-erttd that the otore's
OSuOSI traffic arrives in May, :weits throughout the stiffener.

I and blossoms in September arid October, in fact, the Brick
House brings in 40 percent of its annual sales ri usi six
weeks during September and October, After that, business

I slows to a trickle. Fc'rtuawteiy for the Luabys, three long-time
I employees agreed to vIny on to teach the Ni's- England new-

corners the daily details of ru.nairi g the store.
Aftc thr I.s'b lr,r,le over the Prick Store , the" disc

ered vveral problems that caused them so much c'nnceTh
that they actually returned to California for a brief Lime,
They learned that in the future it new highway will diver!
approicimarely 20 perueru of the na,rr's iiaffic. in sddiiii.m,
the Lusbyit' early experience in the store did not measure
up to the expectations that the previous owner's rather
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spotty financial records had created. Fortunately. the busi-
ness broker, whom the Luabys did not know Wore buying
the store, became a friend and was able to show them that
We store could generate enough profits to support itself
and them. The L,ushyc also 4tcovered how riuch they I

enjoyed their new lifestyle and location. "One winter day.
[we] sat down and figured our how much we'd have to earn
at other jobs to support this kind of life.' says Mike. "It
cane to $75,000 a yeas." The Lisbys not only are makin g a
comfortable living running the Brick Store, but their corn-
iv ate to vssyrk is uuw much rhones. A shou scroll dowo the
steps from the living quarters puts them at work in a beau -
tool, 20 year-old general store with a tremendous Sense
of history.

L Suppose that the Lushys carne to you for advice on buy-
trig the Brick Store. What would you have told them!

2. ShrstlJ the Lusbyc drive done snythitig differently in
their quest to buy a business? EAplain,

Sru,re Adapted from Lee Smith, 'Pcorn High Tech - - to Low Tech.'
&rsea', November 9, foOt, pp. 225[A]-228lDJ.
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secrecy of the parties'
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a buyer makes a legal 011Cr to
buy the lnamparty, he or She
typically smut ask the Ceier 10
sign a letter of intent The leilet
of intent Is a uroribindirrg
do.cimrrrlint that cIty; Itlel
0515Cr and 	 seller IlSyC
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the buyer is busy sludykip the
business and evaluating its
strengths and weaknesses.
In short, the brayer roust "Jo
his or her homework' to make
care the  the business is 
good value.
5 Draft the purchase
agreement The purchase
agreement spells alit lice
parties final deal It sets torm
all SrI he details 01 the

I ;sarrtement and Is too FI(i?l

orodoet of the lregoliauion

0. CloSe trio final leOn. Uric"
the parties he-.rc crafted the
plirchast aOreerrrent. .511 lOSt
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official a in-c closing. broth
buyer and seller Spit th
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'mE sale heal The b.c/er

Cstrrsrs Ill; raquurea 1001155.
and the seller Urn; toe
/Jc,m!iar,J Cut: 'u the buyer
7 Page; han lrmtaituorm Fur it
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ii s'ocresstual Oc,&rnes; owned
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'taftnuc Sathnkfases for
swrrt':ing the siva
a

Finall y, a potential buyer should walk awa y from a deal—no roaster hw good it may appeas
on the surface—if the present owner refuses to disclose his company's financial records.

Buying an existing business is a process filled with potential missteps along the way. The
expression "Let (he buyer beware' should govern your thoughts and actions throughout the
entire process. However, by following the due diligence procedure just discussed, a buyer can
dramatically lower the probability of getting "burned" with a business that does not suit her
personality or one that is in on the verge of failure. Figure 5.1 illustrates the sequence of events
leading up to a successful negotiation with a seller.

'ETHODS FOR DETERM I NING THE VALUE OF  BUSINESS

dusiness valuation is partly an art and partly a science. Pars of what makes establishing a tea-
onahie price for a privately held business so difficult is the wide vari ety of factois that influ'-

. .:.ce its value: the nature at the business itself, its position in the market Cr industry, she outlook
'ut the market or industry, the company's financial status, its earning capacity, any intangible
assess it may own (e.g., patents, trademarks, or copyrights), the value of other similar publicly
held companies, and many other factors.

Computing the value of the company's tangible assets normally poses no major problem, but
assigning a price to the intangibles, such as goodwill, almost always creates controvert',. The
seller expects goodwill to reflect the hard work and king hours invested in building the business.
The buyer, however, is willing to pay extra only for those intangible assets tltat produce exssep-
lionel income Sri. how can the hu y r and the seiler arrive at a fhir price? There are few hard-and-
fast rules in establishing the value of a buinst, but the following guidelines are helpful:

E The wisest approach is to compute a company's value using several techniques and then to
choose the one that makes the most sense.

• The deal must he financiall y feasible for both parties. The seller must he satisfied with the price
receted for the business, but the buyer cannot pay an excrssis'ely high price.

• the potential buyer roust have a,;ccss to the business ret'old'.

• Valuations should be based on facts, not fiction

• No surprise is the best surprise. Both panics Should commit to dealing with one another honestly
and in good faith.

The main reason that buyers purchase existing businesses ,:. 10 get their future earning
porenital. The second most common reason is to obtain an estebtiehed asset base, it is much
Caster to hity aesCic than to hild them Alihmeit'ts evaluation methods should take these etsarac

tenstics into conuidetation, too many htisines:-: sellers and buyers depend oil of thumb that
ignore the unique features of small companies Often these rules Of thumb are based on nitulli-
files of it company?: net eantitsu, or sales and vary by industry.

The next section describe:: three basic. technique:. and sescral variations on them for deter-
mining the value of a hypothetical businis, Lewis Electronics.

Basic Balance Sheet Methods 	 Wcarth=Assets - Liabilities

balance Sheet teh1ue—	 BALANCE SHEET S ECHNIQUE. The balance aheei technique is one of the snort corn-
is merited of sa tsarr e a buasess	 criont'j used i'ncth"d, "ii eralualirig a husirie'-e although it is ore high!:' recommended because it

on the snhss of the	 oversimplifies the ssduaticri proses';. This method computes the company's net worth or
ro.sspanyi net worth (net worth	 owner's equity (net worth = total assets - total liabilities) and uses this figure as the value, The

tots) n.sseO -- lute) t:obthuct), 	 problem with this technique is that it fails to recognize reality: Must small businesses has mar-
ket value., ida; ',sseod ItiSsil icp'.irtt'j book aloes.

fte first step is to deterrronc which assets are included in thesitle. In most cases, the owner
has sortie personal assets that lie doe,, not v/tint to sell. J-'rofes,it,t,cd business brokers can help
the keyes and the s!.ter arrive S reasonable valor for the collection of assets included in the

deal. R.emnember that net worth ott a financial statement will likely differ significantly from
actual net worth in the rrtarkei Ft g urc 5  shows the balance chest for Le',ri Electrorites lIsted

on this balance sheet, the corrsptnvi: net worth is S266,091 - $114,325 5151766.
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FIGURE 5.2 Balance Sheet

for Lewis Eketrooks
Lewis Electronics

Balance Sheet
June 30, 200x

Aea.t.

Current Assets:
Cash	 $11,655
Accounts Receivable 	 15,876
Inventory	 56,523
Supplies	 8.574
Prepaid insurance 	 5.587

Total Curt-ant Assets 	 $ 98,215

Fixed Assets:
Land	 $24000
Buildings	 $141000
less accumulated depreciation 	 51,500	 88.500

Office Equipment	 $ 12780
less accumulated depreciation 	 7.159	 5,601

Factory Equipment 	 $ 59,085
less accumulated depredation	 27.850	 31.235

Trucks and Autos	 $ 28,730
less accumulated depreciation 	 11,190	 17,540

Total Fixed Assets	 $167,876
Total Assets	 $266,091

Liabilities

Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable	 $19,497
Mortgage Payable (current portion)	 5,215
Salaries Payable 	 3,671
Note Payable	 10.000

	

Total Current Liabilities 	 $ 38,383

Long-Term Liabilities:
Mortgage Payable 	 $54,542
Note Payable	 21,400

Total Long-Term Liabilities	 $ 75,942
Total Liabilities	 $114,325

Owners' Equity

Owners' Equity	 $151,766

Total Liabilities and Owners' Equity 	 $266,091

VARIATION: ADJUSTED BALANCE SHEET TECHNIQUE. A more realistic method for
determining a company's value is to adjust the book value of net worth to reflect actual market
value. The values reported on a company's books may either overstate or understate the true
value of assets and liabilities. Typical assets in a business sale include notes and accounts
receivable, inventories, supplies, and fixtures. If a buyer purchases notes and accounts receiv-
able, he should estimate the likelihood of their collection and adjust their value accordingly.

In manufacturing, wholesale, and retail businesses, inventory is usually the largest single
asset In the sale. Taking a physical inventory count is the best way to determine accurately the
quantity of goods to be transferred. The sale may include three types of inventory, each having
its own method of valuation: raw materials, work-in-process, and finished goods. The buyer
and the seller must arrive at a method for evaluating the inventory. First-in, first-out (FIFO.

last-in, first-out (LIFO). and average costing are three frequently used techniques, but the most
common methods use the cost of last purchase and the replacement value of the inventory.
Before accepting any inventory value, the buyer should evaluate the condition of the goods.

adjusted balance sheet
technique-o method of
valuing a business baser) on the
market value of the company's
net worth (net worth = total
assets - total liabilities).
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One young couple purchased a lumber yard without sufficiently examining the inventory- After

completing the sale, they discovered that most of the lumber in a warehouse they had neglected
to inspect was warped and was of little value as building material. The bargain price they paid
for the business turned out nor to be the good deal they had expected.

To avoid such problems, some buyers insist on having a knowledgeable representative oil
inventory team to count the inventory and check its condition. Nearly every sale involves mer-
chandise that cannot be sold, but by taking this precaution, a buyer minimizes the chance of
being stuck with worthless inventory. Fixed assets transferred in a sale might include Land,
buildings, equipment, and fixtures. Business owners frequently carry real estate and buildings
at prices well below their actual market value. Equipment and fixtures, depending oil con-
dition and usefulness, may increase or decrease the true value of the business. Appraisak of
these assets on insurance policies we iicipfui guidelines ior esm'oiisiung irrmket seine. Also,
business brokers can be useful in determining the current market value of fixed assets. Some

FIGURE 5.3 Balance Sheer

for Lewis Electronics Adjusted to
Reflect Marker Value

Lewis Electronics
Adjusted Balance Sheet

June 30,200x

Assets
Current Assets:	 -
Cash	 $ 11,655
Accounts Receivable 	 10,051
Inventory	 39,261
Supplies	 7,492
Prepaid Insurance	 5,587

Total Current Assets 	 $ 74,046

Fixed Assets:
Land	 $ 39,900
Buildings	 $177,000

less accumulated depreciation	 51,500	 125,500
Office Equipment	 $ 11,845

less accumulated depreciation	 7,159	 4,486
Factory Equipment 	 $ 50,196
less accumulated depreciation 	 27,850	 22,346

Trucks and Autos 	 $ 22,550
less accumulated depreciation	 11,190	 11,360

Total Fixed Assets	 $200,592
Total Assets	 $274,638

Ltibilities

Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable	 $ 19,497
Mortgage Payable (current portion) 	 5.215
Salaries Payable	 3.671
Note Payable	 10.000

Total Current Liabilities	 $ 38,383

Lon g-Term Liabilities:
Mortgage Payable	 $ 54.542
Note Payable  	 21.400

	

Total Long-Term Liabilities 	 $ 75,942
Total Liabilities

Owners' Equity

Owners' Equity 	 $160,313

Total Liabilities and Owners' Equity	 $4,638
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brokers use an estimate of what it would cost to replace a company's physical assets (less a rea-
sonable allowance for depreciation) to determine value. For Lewis Electronics, the adjusted net
worth is $274638- $114,325 = $160,313 (see the adjusted balance sheet in Figure 5.3), indi-
cating that some of the entries in its books did not accurately reflect true market value.

Business evaluations based on balance sheet methods suffer one major drawback: The y do
not consider the future earning potential of the business. These techniques value assets at cur-
rent prices and do not consider them as tools for creating future profits. The next method for
computing the value of a business is based on its expected future earnings.

EARNINGS APPROACH. The buyer of an existing business is essentially purchasing its
future income. The earnings approach focuses on the future income potential of a business
and assumes that a company's value depends omits ability to generate consistent profits over
1,11,0. isicIc mt uucc SdlIaiflJiOl UI LHC cazIisiIgs appt000ii.

VARIATION I EXCESS EARNINGS METHOD. This method combines both the value of
business's existing assets (minus its liabilities) and an estimate of its fttinv earnings potential to
determine its selling price. One advantage of this technique Is that it offers an estimate of good-
will. Goodwill is an intangible asset that often creates problems in a business sale. In fact, the
most common method of valuing a business is to compute its tangible net worth and then to add
an often arbitrary adjustment for goodwill. In essence, goodwill is the difference between an
established, successful business and one that has yet to prove itself, It is based on the company's
reputation and its ability to attract customers. A buyer should not accept blindly the seller's arbi-
trary adjustment for goodwill because it is likely to be inflated, The real value of a company's
goodwill lies in its financial value to the buyer. not in its emotional value to the seller.

The excess earnings method provides a consistent and realistic approach for determining the
value of goodwill. It measures goodwill by the amount of profit the business earns above that of
the average finn in the same industry. It also assumes that the owner is entitled to a reasonable
return on the firm's adjusted tangible net worth.

Step). Compute adjusted tangible net worth. Using the adjusted balance sheet method of valua-
tion, the buyer should compute the firm's adjusted tangible net worth. Total tangible
assets (adjusted for market value) minus total liabilities yields adjusted tangible net
worth. In the Lewis Electronics example, adjusted tangible net worth is $274,638 -
$114,325 w$160,313 (refer to Figure 5.3).

Step 2. Ca/cu/sue the opporluniry costs of investing in the business. Opportunity cost represents
the cost of forgoing a choice. Ifs buyer chooses to purchase the assets of a business, he can-
not invest his money elsewhere. Therefore, the opportunity cost of the purchase would be the
amount that the buyer could earn by investing the same amount in a similar-risk investment.

There are three components in the rate of return used to value a business: (1) the basic,
risk-free return, (2) an inflation premium, and (3) the risk allowance for investing in the
particular business. The basic, risk-free return and the inflation premium are reflected In
investments such as U.S. treasury bonds. To determine the appropriate rate of return for
investing in a husiness, the buyer must add to this base rate a factor reflecting the risk of
purchasing the company. The greater the risk is, the higher the rate of return will he. A
normal-risk business typically indicates a 25 percent rate of return. In the Lewis Electron-
ics example, the opportunity cost of she investment is $160,313 x 25% = $40,078.

The second part of the buyer's opportunity cost is the salary that she could earn work-
ing for someone else. For the Lewis Electronics example, if the buyer purchases the busi-
ness, she must forgo the $25,000 salary that she could earn working elsewhere. Adding
these amounts together yields a total opportunity cost of $65,078.

Step 3. Project net earnings. The buyer must estimate the company's net earnings for the upcoming
year before subtracting the owner's salary. Averages can be misleading, so the buyer must be
sure to investigate the trend of net earnings. Have they risen steadily 05cr the past five years.
dropped significantly, remained relatively constant, or fluctuated wildly? Fast income state-
ments provide useful guidelines for estimating earnings. In the Lewis Electronics example.
the buyer and his accountant project net earnings for the upcoming year to be $74,000.

Step 4. Compute extra earning power A company's extra earning power is the difference between
forecasted earnings (step 3) and total opportunity costs (step 2). Many small businesses that
are for sale do not have extra canting power (i.e., excess earnings). and they show marginal
or no profits. The extra earning power of Lewis Electronics is $74,000 -$65000 $8,922

earnings approach---o
method of valuing a business that

1_.__,

purchasing the future income
(earnings) potential of a business,

goodwill-an intangible asset

that reflects the value of a
company's reputation, its
established customer and
supplier contacts, name
recognition, and other factors.

opportunity cost—the case
of the nest best alternative
choice: the cost of giving rap one
alternative to get another.
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Step 5. Estimate the value of intangibles. The owner can use the extra earning power of the busi-
ness to estimate the value of its intangible assets—that is, its goodwill. Multiplying the
extra earning power by a years-of-profit figure yields an estimate of the intangible assets'
value. The years-of-profit figure for a normal-risk business ranges from 3 to 4. A very
high-risk business may have a years-of-profit figure of I whereas a well-established firm
might use a figure of 7. For Lewis Electronics, the value of intangibles (assuming normal
risk) would be $8,922 x 3 = $26,766.

Step 6. Determine the value of the business. To determine the value of the business, the buyer
simply adds together the adjusted tangible net worth (step I) and the value of the Intangi-
bles (step 5). Using this method, the value of Lewis Electronics is $160,313 ± $26,766 =
$187,079.

capitalized earnings
approach—a method of
valuing a business that divides
estimated earnings by the rote of
return the buyer could earn on a
similar-risk investment

discounted future earnings
approach--a method of
valuing a business that fbrecosts
a Company's earnings severnl
years into the future and then
discounts them bock to their
present value.

The buyer and the seller should consider the tax implications of including in the purchase
the value of goodwill and the value of a covenant not to compete. Because the buyer can amor-
tize both the cost of goodwill and a covenant over IS years, the tax treatment of either would be
the same for him or her. However, the seller would prefer to have the amount of the purchase
price in excess of the value of the assets allocated to goodwill, which is a capital asset. The gain
on the capital asset would be taxed at the lower capital gains rates. If that same amount were
allocated to a restrictive covenant (which is negotiated with the seller personally, not the busi-
ness), the seller must treat it as ordinary income, which would be taxed at regular rates that are
higher than the capital gains rates.

VARIATION 2: CAPITALIZED EARNINGS APPROACH. Another earnings approach cap-
italizes expected net earnings to determine the value of a business. The buyer should prepare
his own pro forma income statement and should ask the seller to prepare one also. Many
appraisers use a five-year weighted average of past sales (with the greatest weights assigned to
the most recent years) to estimate sales for the upcoming year.

Once again, the buyer must evaluate the risk of purchasing the business to determine the
appropriate rate of return on the investment. The greater the perceived risk, the higher the return
that the buyer requires. Risk determination is always somewhat subjective, but it is necessary
for proper evaluation.

The capitalized earnings approach divides estimated net earnings (after subtracting the
owner's reasonable salary) by the rate of return that reflects the risk level. For Lewis
Electronics, the capitalized value (assuming a reasonable salary of $25,000) IS:

Net earnings (after deducting owner' s salary) = $74,000 - $25. 
000 $196,000

Rate of return	 25%

Cicnsiy, linus with ;t,wcf tisk faios are more valuable (a 10 percent rate of return would
yield a value of $499,000 for Lewis Electronics) than are those with higher risk factors (a 50
percent rate of return would yield a value of $99,800). Most normal-risk businesses use a rate-
of-return factor ranging from 25 to 30 percent. The lowest risk factor that most buyers would
accept for any business ranges from 151020 percent.

VARIATION 3: DISCOUNTED FUTURE EARNINGS APPROACH. This variation of the
earnings approach assumes that a dollar earned in the future is worth less than that same dollar
today. Therefore, using this approach, the buyer estimates the company's net income for several
years into the future and then discounts these future earnings hack to their present value. The
resulting present value is an estimate of the company's worth.

The reduced value of future dollars represents the cost of the buyer's giving up the
opportunity to earn a reasonable rate of return by receiving income in the future instead of
today, a concept known as the time value of money. To illustrate the importance of the time
value of money, consider two $1 million sweepstake winners. Rob wins $1 million in a
sweepstakes, but he receives it in $50,000 installments over 20 years. If Rob invested every
installment at 15 percent interest, he would have accumulated $5,890,305.98 at the end of
20 years. Lisa wins $1 million in another sweepstakes, but she collects her winnings in one
iump sum, if Lisa invested her $1 million today at iS percent, she would have accuiii.iiated
$16,366,537.39 at the end of 20 years. The difference in their wealth is the result of the time
value of money.

-	 F 
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DISCOUNTED FUTURE EARNINGS APPROACH. The discounted future earnings
approach has five steps:

Step 1. Project future earningsforflve years into the future. One way is to assume that earnings
will grow by a constant amount over the next five years. Perhaps a better method is to
develop three forecasts-an optimistic, a pessimistic, and a most likely-for each year
and then find a weighted average using the following formula:

Forecasted	 (Optimistic	 (Most likely	 (Pessimistic

earnings	 earnings + forecast for + forecast for

	

for year i = for year i)	 year i x 4)	 year i)

6

For Lewis Electronics, the buyer's forecasts are:

Year	 Pessimistic Most Likely	Optimistic	 Weighted Average

XXXI	 65,000	 74,000	 92,000	 75,500

XXX2	 74,000	 90,000	 101,000	 89,167

XXX3	 82,000	 100,000	 112,000	 99,000

XXX4	 88,000	 109,000	 120,000	 107,333

XXX5	 88,000	 115,000	 122,000	 111,667

Buyers must , remember that the farther into the future they forecast, the less reliable
their estimates will be.

Step 2. Discount these future earnings at the appropriate present value rate. The rate that the
buyer selects should reflect the rate he could earn on a similar-risk investment. Because
Lewis Electronics is a normal-risk business, the buyer chooses a present value rate of 25
percent.

Income Forecast 	 Present Value
Year	 (Weighted Average) 	 Factor (at 25%) ' Net Present Value

XXXI	 75.500	 .8000	 60,40)

XXX2	 89,167	 .6400	 57,067

XXX3	 99,000	 .5120	 50,688

AAA'+	 101.333	 .$090	 43,904

XXX5	 111,667	 .3277	 36,593

	

Total	 248,712

The appropriate present value factor can be found by looking in published present value tables, by using modem calculator, or
computers, or by solving this formula:

Present value factor =
11+ k)'
where  = rate ofretur

= yeac(t = 1,2,3 .... ").

Step 3. Estimate the income stream beyond five years. One technique suggests multiplying the
fifth-year income by I/rate of return. For Lewis Electronics, the estimate is:

Income beyond year 5 = $1I1,667x--- = $446,668
25%

Step 4. Discount the income estimate beyond five years using the present value factorfor the sixth
yeu,. For Lewis Eicciswrics.

Present value of income beyond year 5 = $446,668 x 0.2622 = $117,116
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Step 5. Compute the total value of the business. Add the present value of the company's esti-
mated earnings for years I through 5 (step 2) and the present value of its earnings from
years 6 on (step 4):

Total value = $248,712 + $117,116 = $365828

The primary advantage of this technique is that it evaluates a business solely on the
basis of its future earning potential, but its reliability depends on making forecasts of
future earnings and on choosing a realistic present value rate. In other words, a com-
pany's present value is lied to its future performance, which is not always easy to pro-
ject. The discounted cash flow technique is especially well suited for valuing service
businesses (whose asset bases are often very thin) and for companies experiencing
high growth rates.

market approach—a method MARKET APPROACH. The market (Or price/earnings) approach uses the price/earnings
of rolang n business that uiat	 ratios of similar businesses to establish the value of a company. According to one valuation
the pricelearnngs (PIE) ratio of	 expert, among professional appraisers, the most widely recognized and applied standard of
similar, publicly held companies to value is fair market value,' as defined by the Internal Revenue Service: the price at which
determine value. property would change hands between a willing buyer and a willing scller, neither under any

compulsion to buy or sell and both having reasonable knowledge of the relevant facts. 6 The
buyer must use businesses whose stocks are publicly traded in order to get a meaningful com-
parison. A company's price/earnings ratio (Or PIE ratio) is the price of one share of its common
stock in the market divided by its earnings per share (after deducting preferred stock divi-
dends). To get a representative PIE ratio, the buyer should average the PIE ratios of as many
similar businesses as possible.

To compute the company's value, the buyer multiplies the average price/earnings ratio by the
private company's estimated earnings. For example, suppose that the buyer found four companies
comparable to Lewis Electronics whose stocks are publicly traded. Their price/earnings ratios are:

Company 1	 3.3

Company 2	 3.8

Company 3	 4.7

Company 4	 4,.1,

Average PIE ratio 	 3.975

Using this average PIE ratio produces a value of $294,150:

Value = Average PIE ratio x Estimated net earnings = 3.975 x $74,000 $294.150

The biggest advantage of the market approach is its simplicity. But this method does have
several disadvantages, including the following:

Necessary comparisons between publicl y traded and private! owned companies. Because the
stock of privately owned companies is illiquid, the PIE ratio used is often subjective and lower
than that of publicly held companies.
Unrepresentative earnings estimates. The private company's net earnings may not realistically
reflect its true earning potential. To minimize taxes, owners usually attempt to keep profits low
and rely on fringe benefits to make up the difference.
Finding similar companies for comparison. Often it is extremely difficult for a buyer to find
comparable publicly held companies when estimating the appropriate PIE ratio.
Applying the after-tax earnings of a private company to determine its value. If a prospective
buyer is using an after-tax PIE ratio from a public company, he also must use the after-tax earn-
ings from the private company.

Despite its drawbacks, the market approach is useful as a general guideline to establishing a
company's value.

Which of these methods is best for determining the value of a small business? Simply stated.
. a - L.__i	 ..i S_L._, -	 ..fl. -----. ..,...*I..	 _..a,.A	 1..-,._..,._

mciv 13 no 3LnIes. uvatnn,WOU. v aiiii,iu a uuaL,ia, La F=' LU aLL as, an pastsj Uatlt.,,vL_.

these techniques. a range of values will emerge. Buyers should look for values that might clus-
ter together and then use their best judgment to determine their offering price. Table 5.4 sum-
marizes the valuation techniques covered in this chapter.
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BALANCO SHEETTECHNIQUE

Book value of net worth Total astets - Total Lials8Ides

= $264.091 - $114,325 $151,766

hla4rAttasted 8oJenco &'eest Thn4qsan
Net worth adjusted to reflect nsr1est saline = $274,638— $114.325 = $160,313

EARNINGS APPROACH

Variation !&cessEorningsMethod

Step 1: Mjeiusd tangible net worth °$274,638—$114325'°$I603l3

Step 2: Opportunity costs = Opportunity cost of rnvtsng• Salary forgone

Seep 3 Estimated net earnings $74X0

Step 4 Extra earning power Estimated net earning - Tonal opportunity cotta

= $74,000 - $65,079

$8,922

Step 5 Value of Intangibtet (goodwill) 	 Ears earning power in Yearn-of-profit 8 gun'.

$8,922x3

= $26766

Step 6, Value of business = Tangible net worth a- Value of intangibles

= 5160,313+26,766

= $187079

VrfaUon 2 Capitalized Ewnings Apçnn'osXh

Value Net earnings (after deducting owners salary)

Rate of return an S similar risk investment

- $74,000-525,000

25%	
$196000

btxiOth,n 3 Discounted Future Earnings Approach

Step I: Project future earnings.

Year	 Pessimistic	 Most Likely	 Optimistic

300(1	 $65,000	 $ 74,000	 $ 94,000

300(2	 74,000	 90.000	 101,000

XXX3	 82.000	 100,000	 112.000

XXX4	 88.000	 109,000	 .120.000

XXX5.	 88,000	 115,DDO	 122400

Weighted avenge P4-4in 
6 

ML*O

TABLE 5.4

What's ItWor-th'A Summary of

Business Valuation Techniques

Source:"Cauhing Out and Maintaining
Cntr& by Recur COlrir,t. Small

Business reports. Dec 1989. p 28

Reprinted by permission of JBS and
Emerald. wore emneraldinnigbt.cnm.

Weighted As'erIgS

$75,500

89.167

99.000

107,333

111,667

Step 2 Dncosmt future earnings siting the appropriate present value factor.

Year	 Forecasted Earnings	 Present Valise Factor

XXXI	 $ 75,500	 .8000

XXX2	 99,167	 .6400

X)(X3	 99,000	 .5120

XXX4	 107,333	 .4096

X)0(S	 111,667	 .3277

Taal

Step 3 Estlñnate income Stream beyond five years.

Incomt strum = Fifth- year forecasted income x
Rate of

= 5111.667 x
25%

= $446,668

Nat Present Value

$ 60,400

57,067

50488

43,964

36.59]

(continued on the nest page)
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Step 4 Dco.,int inro.ne stream bond five yea (uangsxth-year present value fxrtni).

P.,nr,ekeoItn.iu-.n, $446868x.2622 $117 116

C.ornpute total value.

TOIafvalue $248712 "$I7.116 $36S.828

MARKE'TAPPROACH	 -

Value = Etumatied .rnlngs xft,s.erage pfle.learnlnp ratio of representaldvo corepani.s
74,000X3.975S294.150

Whirls value is rorrectt R 	 be,'Thre is no best method of valuing a buiinatThne terbniquea povid
nok .cri.nara nf rnnranwS ,annt Tha r.snjrnkr w.artmd ..cad d.r..ndc nn ha i,nirjra nzjIirisc nfdu.

business and the special d mstances sur5oondin the sale

UNDERSTANDING THE SELLER'S SIDE
5. Understand the
sdeofthe.
buyout decision and
how to structure the
deal.

Few events are more anticipated—and more emotional—for entrepreneurs than selling a busi-
ness. It often produces vast personal wealth and a completely new lifestyle, and this newly
gained wealth offers freedom and the opportunity to catch up on all the things the owners
missed out on while building the business. Yet, many entrepreneurs who sell out experience a

- tremendous void in their lives. We might call this difficulty "separation anxiety" because for
many owners their entire lives have been linked to their businesses. The businesses they
owned were the focal point in their lives in the communities in which they lived and a part of
their identities. In many cases the values that an owner exhibited through the business are an
overwhelming concern at the time of sale. Will the new owner display the same values in
managing the business I built?

Gary Hirshberg, who was the founder and CEO of Stonyfield Farms, a Londonderry, New
Hampshire, yogurt producer, ran the business in compliance with his values regarding social
responsibility. When negotiations with the French firm. Groupe Danone, began, Hirshberg
made a condition of the sale that the acquirer must retain all of the company's employees. This
condition was similar to the terms in the Ben & Jerry's Homemade sale to Cenilever.7

Selling a business involves developing a plan that maximizes the value of the business.
Before selling her business, an entrepreneur must ask herself some important questions: Do
you want to walk away from the business completely, or do you plan to stay on after the sale?
If you decide to stay on, how involved do you want to be in running the company? How much
can you realistically expect to get for the business? Is this amount of money sufficient to
maintain your desired lifestyle? Rather than sell the business to an outsider, should you be
transferring ownership to your kids or to your employees? Who are the professionals—
business brokers, accountants, attorneys, tax advisors—you will need to help you close the
sale successfully? How do you expect the buyer to pay for the company? Are you willing to
finance at least some of the purchase price?

A seller who has answered these fundamental questions is prepared to move forward in an
organized and professional fashion.

Structuring the Deal
Next to picking the right buyer, planning the structure of the deal is one of the most important
decisions a seller can make. Entrepreneurs who sell their companies without considering the
tax implications of the deal can wind up paying the IRS as much as 70 percent of the proceeds
in the forimof capital gains and other taxes! 8 A skilled tax advisor or financial planner can help
business sellers legally minimize the bite various taxes take out of the proceeds of the sale.

Exit Strategy Options
STRAIGHT BUSINESS SALE. A straight business sale may be best for those entrepreneurs
who want to step down and turn over the reins of the company to someone else.
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Equity
$1.5 Million

;nvesto.s Equity
$1.5 Million

Bank Loan
$12 Million

For instance, Richie Stachowski recently sold his toy company, Short Stack Inc., to Wild Planet

Toys of San Francisco because the business had grown so rapidly that Richie wanted more time

to focus on other activities. The success of his three-year-old company, which sold worldwide

more than i million water toys such as the Water Takie (a device that allows swimmers to com-
municate underwater) and the Bin-A qua-Lar (underwater binoculars), had won Richie several

national awards and an appearance on The David Letterman Show. But he wanted time to pur-
sue more normal activities — those suited for a 13-year-old boy! (Richie started Short Stack
when he was just to.) The sale of the company to Wild Planet Toys will net Richie an estimated

$i million per year for the next several Years,9

An initial question that owners need to answer is whether they want to sell the stock in the busi-
ness or the assets of the business. Which choice is best for the seller and the buyer depends on the
lorm otownerstiip. in an S corporation, the seller does not care if stuck us 055cc, we sold ir,euse die

tax considerations are the same, Owners of C corporations are far better off selling stock rather than
selling assets. Buyers will generally prefer to acquire the "hard" assets of the business, thus avoiding
any potential hidden liabilities) 0 Despite these concerns, more than 90 percent of sales involve stock

In every Case, an intelligent entrepreneur always consults an attorney or tax advisor to obtain advice
as to what form of sales will best suit their unique situation and personal desires. Know in advance
what options you would prefer and which purchase options you would not accept. For example,
although selling the business outright is the cleanest exit path for an entrepreneur, it may have negative
tax consequences, and it often excludes the option of "staying on" and exiting gradually.

FORM A FAMILY LIMITED PARTNERSHIP. An entrepreneur could transfer her business
to her children but still maintain control over it by forming a family limited partnership. The
entrepreneur would take the role of the general partner with the children becoming limited part-
ners in the business. The general partner keeps just I percent of the company, but the partner-
ship agreement gives her total control over the business. The children own 99 percent of the
company but have little or no say over how to run the business. Until the founder decides to step
down and turn over the reins of the company to the next generation, she continues to run the
business and sets up significant tax savings for the ultimate transfer of power.

SELL A CONTROLLING INTEREST. Sometimes business owners sell the majority inter-
est in their companies to investors, competitors, suppliers, or large companies with an agree-
ment that they will stay on after the sale as managers or consultants.

For instance. Leon and Pam Seidman sold 55 percent of Cosmic Pet Products, a catnip busi-
ness Leon started while in college, to Four Paws Per Products, a much larger company. Four
Paws gives the Seidnwns the autonomy to run the business as they did before the sale, although
the Seidmans do work with Four Paws on strategic planning and pricing issues. For both the
Seidmans and Four Paws, the sale has produced positive outcomes. The Seidmans still get to
run the day-to-day operations of the business they love without having to worr y about the

financial struggles of keeping a small company going. With the Seidnians' help, Four Paws has
improved Cosmic Pet Products 'distribution and pricing and built it into the largest catnip com-
pany in the country, commanding Oo percent of the niarket!t I

RESTRUCTURETHE COMPANY. Another way for business owners to cash out gradually is to
replace the existing corporation with a new one, formed with other investors. The owner essen-
tially is performing a leveraged buyout of his own company. For example, assume that you own

A Company Example

A Company Example

FIGURE 5.4 Reirucseringa

Business for Sue
Company A	 Restructuring	 Owners New Position

50'34 Own,11119110	
Source: Peter Collins, Cash,ng Out and

$1 .5 Million	 t1inln,flg Control.' Instil

54,nrit. Denernber 1989, 28.

Cash Out
$13.5 Million
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employee stock ownership
plan (ESOP).—an employee
benefit plan in which a trust
created for employees purchases
stack in their employer's
Company.

FIGURE 5.3

ATypicAl Employee Sods

Ownership Plan (ESOP)

a company worth $15 million. You form a new corporation with $12 million borrowed from a
bank and $3 million in equity $15 million of your own equity and $1.5 million in equity from
an investor who wants you to stay on with the business. The new company buys your company
for $15 million. You net $13.5 in cash ($15 million - your $1.5 niillion equity investment) and
still own 50 percent of the new leveraged business (see Figure 54)12

SELL TO AN INTERNATIONAL BUYER. In an increasingly global marketplace, small U.S.
businesses have become attractive buyout targets for foreign companies. Foreign buyers---
mostly European—buy more than 1.000 U.S. businesses each year. Despite the publicity that
Japanese buyouts get. England leads the list of nations acquiring U.S. companies. Small busi-
ness owners are receptive to international offers.

Consider the opportunity presented to Jim Dok-e, founder of Redstone ('ommunicaLions, by
the German firm, Siemens, that paid Do/ce $500 rn/lion for his 18-month-old telecommunica-
t ions business and then hired him 10 sta y on and run the company. 13

In today's global economic environment, it is not unprecedented to find buyers for a busi-
ness, viewed as having great financial potential, from around the world. In many instances, for-
eign companies buy U.S. businesses to gain access to a lucrative, growing market. They look
for a team of capable managers, whom they typically retain for a given time period. They also
want companies that are profitable, stable, and growing.

Selling to foreign buyers can have disadvantages, however. They typically purchase 100 per-
cent of a company. thereby making the previous owner merely an employee. Relationships with
foreign owners also can be difficult to manage.

USE A TWO-STEP SALE. For owners wanting the security of a sales contract now but not
wanting to step down from the company's helm for several years, a two-step sale may be ideal.
The buyer purchases the business in two phases .....getting 20 to 70 percent today and agreeing
to buy the remainder within a specific time period. Until the final transaction takes place, the
entrepreneur retains at least partial control of the company.

ESTABLISH AN EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP PLAN (ESOP). Some owners cash out by
selling to their employees through an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP). An ESOP is a
form of employee benefit plan in which a trust created for employees purchases their
employer's stock. Here's how an ESOP works: The company transfers shares of its stock to the
ESOP trust, and the trust uses the stock as collateral to borrow enough money to purchase the
shares from the company. The company guarantees payment of the loan principal and interest
and makes tax-deductible contributions to the trust to repay the loan (sec Figure 5.5). The com-
pany then distributes the stock to em ployees' accounts based on a predetermined formula. In
addition to the tax benefits an ESOP offers, the plan permits the owner to transfer all or part of
the company to employees as gradually or as suddenly as preferred.

To use an ESOP successfully, a small business should be profitable (with pretax profits
exceeding $100,000) and should have a payroll of more than $500,000 a year. Generally, com-
panies with fewer than 15 to 20 employees do not find ESOPs beneficial. For companies that
prepare properly, however, ESOPs offer significant financial and managerial benefits. An
owner has great flexibility to set her retirement pace. An ESOP allows all parties to benefit and
the transfer of ownership can be timed to meet the goals of the entrepreneur.

Corporation	 flnenclt
Shareholders	 Institution

Source: From Sharing Ownership with 	
-

Employee, by Corey Rosen. Small

Buvness Repo^. Dec 1990. p, 63.	 k	 \\Taa.O	 lesluctble	
Pa!

oan

entJ )
Funds to N.,,,	 - Borrowed

\	 Purchase	 I	 I	 Funds
Stock

Share s N	 .	 ESOPst	 asStock
Company	 .	 Collateral

Stock
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YOU Be the
Consultant...
A Seller's Tale
Joseph Gnssadonia loves the ocean so much that he
planned his life around it, including starting businesses that
would allow him to hare both the time and the money to
enjoy the sun and surf of California's beaches. Over the
years, (irassadonia launched six magazines, including his
most recent, Dire Travel He compares the thrill and chal-
lenge of starting and managing a magazine to surfing and
catching the ultimate wave. "When you're surfing and
you're totally in control of the wave, and the equipment is
right and everything is working, it's exhilarating," he says.
After five years of running Dive Travel, however,
Orassailonia says he got to the point where it wasn't fun
anymore. "that's when I knew I had to sell," he recalls.
• Actually, Grassadoma knew he would eventually sell
Dive Travel from the day he started it. Managing and grow-
ing a magazine is 'not my forte." he says. He began shop-
ping for a business broker and settled on a local company to
help him sell the company. The first order of business was
to put a price tag on Dive Travel, something that proved to
be a more emotional experience for Grassadonia than he
had imagined. Although be knew that a company's value
depends on the cash it can generate, he couldn't help but
recall all of the energy, time, and talent he had invested in
building the magazine from nothing to its current level.
"This business is a chunk of my life. How do you put a
value on that?" he asks philosophically.

Grassadonia had built Dive Travel into a successful pub-
lication. "We do business with just about every major adver-
tiser in the marketplace," he says. "It would be very expen-
sive to try and [re]create that.' Using Dive Travel's sales of
$324,000 and earnings of $50,000. the broker suggested an
asking price of $$00,000. For the next year, the business
attracted very few leads—not an unusual pattern in selling a
business. Ads in industry trade journals produced only a few
nibbles but no serious buyers. Waiting to sell was wearing
on Grassadonia. so he and the broker reduced the price to
$450,000. Several more months slipped by with no interest
from buyers, and Grassadonia was beginning to wonder if
anyone wanted to buy Dire Travel.

Finally, Susan Wilinink and Thomas Schneck contacted
Grassadonia's broker about Dive Travel. The couple was living
in Germany, Where \Vihnml' srcu-kcd for a large tntcnianonai
magazine publisher and Schncck owned a software company.
The only problem was that Wilmink and Schoeck couldn't
afford to buy Dive Travel outright. They proposed that
Grassadonia sell them a controlling interest in the company
and stay on as a consultant for three years hesi-
tated at first but then agreed to stay on as long as Wilmink and
Schocek took over the day-to-day operations of running the
business. A major factor in his decision was Wsttnmk's presen-
tation on how she and Schneek planned to s-san the company
from adding a World Wide Web site to repositioning the mag-
azine. "Susan came in with a vision," says Grassadonia.

Negotiating the final deal took another six months, and
at times the discussions became heated. At one such cr00-
tk,nal moment, Barkley, Grassadonia's 13-year-old golden
retriever, walked over to Wilrnink's chair, jumped up, and
licked her face. That broke the tension, eves-seine started
laughing, and Wilmink decided to name the new business
Barkley Publishing. The final price the parties agreed on
was $215,000 for the 51 percent controlling interest
Wilinink and Sebneck got. Wilmink became the new presi-
dent and publisher, and Grassadonia agreed to stay on as a
paid consultant for three years. At the end of that time, he
would sell his stock, with Wilmink and Schoeck getting the
right of first refusal. In addition, Grassadonia got a percent-
age of the company's revenues over the three years.

The deal has worked to everyone's satisfaction.
Grassadonia has the freedom to surf whenever he pleases,
and Wilmink and Schneck have the company they wanted.
Dive Travel's circulation has more than doubled, revenues
have nearly doubled, and profits are up.

I. Why is the process of valuing a business so difficult for
the entrepreneur who founded it?

2. Which method(s) of vs!s.ing a husittess do you think
would be most appropriate in placing a realistic value on
Dive Travel? Explain.

3. Evaluate the final deal the parties struck from both the
buyers' and the seller's perspectives, Do you think the deal
was fair?

Source. Inc- Adapted horn Chnstopher Ciggiarvs The Seller." June
1996, pp. 54-56.

NEGOTIATING THE DEAL

Although determining the value of a business for sale is an important step in the buying process, it i s 6. Understand how

not the final one. The buyer must sit down with the seller to negotiate the actual selling price for the 	 the negotiation process

business and, rtiore importantl y, the terms of the deal. The final deal the buyer strikes depends, in

	

	 works and identify the
factors that affect the

large part, on her negotiating skills. The, first talc of' negotiating a deal is Eu avoid confusing pnce
with value. Value is what the business is actually worth price is what the buyer agrees to pay. In a 	

gQU5LI9II process.

business sale, the party who is the hotter bargainer usually comes out on top. the seller is looking to:

• get the highest price possible for the business.

• sever all responsibility for the company's liabilities.
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• avoid unreasonable contract terms that might limit his future opportunities.
• maximize the cash he gets from the deal.
• minimize the tax burden from the sale.
• make sure the buyer will be able to make all future payments.

The buyer seeks to:

U get the business at the lowest possible price.
• negotiate favorable payment terms, preferably over time.
• get assurances that he is buying the business he thinks he is getting.
• avoid putting the seller in a position to open a competing business.
U minimize the amount of cash paid up front.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE NEGOTIATION PROCESS. Before beginning negotia-
tions, a buyer should take stock of some basic issues. How strong is the seller's desire to sell?
Is the seller willing to finance part of the purchase price? What terms does the buyer suggest"
Which ones are most important to him? Is it urgent that the seller close the deal quickly? What
deal structure best suits your needs? What are the tax consequences for both parties? Will the
seller sign a restrictive covenant? Is the seller willing to stay on with the company for a time as
a consultant? What general economic conditions exist in the industry at the time of the sale?
Sellers tend to have the upper hand in good economic times, and buyers will have an advantage
during recessionary periods in an industry.

The Negotiation Process

On the surface, the negotiation process appears to be strictly adversarial. Although each party
may be trying to accomplish objectives that are at odds with those of the opposing party, the
negotiation process does not have to turn into a nasty battle of Wits with overtones of "if you
win, then I lose" The negotiation process will go much more smoothly and much faster if both
parties work to establish a cooperative relationship based on honesty and trust from the outset.
A successful deal requires both parties to examine and articulate their respective positions
while trying to understand the other party's position. Recognizing that neither of them will ben-
efit without a deal, both parties must work to achieve their objectives while making certain con-
cessions to keep the negotiations alive,

To avni1 a stsllM d,"al a h,ivr shn.,kt go into the. .segnhatinn with a liii of ohji-tiv.s
ranked in order of priority. Once she has developed her own list of priorities, it is useful to
develop what she perceives to be the seller's list. That requires learning as much as possi-
ble about the seller. Knowing which terms are most important (and which are least impor-
tant) to her and to the seller enables a buyer to make concessions without "giving away the
farm" and without getting bogged down in "nit-picking," which often leads to a stalemate.
If, for instance, the seller insists on a term that the buyer cannot agree to, she can explain
why and then offer to give up something in exchange. The buyer also should identify the
one concrete objective that sits at the top of that list, the one thing she absolutely must
come away from the negotiations with. The final stage of preparing for the actual negotia-
tion is to study her list and the one she has developed based on her perceptions of the seller
to determine where the two mesh and where they conflict. The key to a successful negotia-
tion is to use this analysis to look for areas of mutual benefit and to use them as the foun-
dation for the negotiation.

Figure 5.6 offers five tips on making the negotiation process a successful one.
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I. Understand the advantages and
disadvantages of buying an existing
business.
The advantages of busing an existing husuness A successful
ha y es;. may continue to be succeashat; the business may already
have the best location; employees and suppliers are already
established equi,rnen I is installed and i ts productive capacity
known, inventory is in place and trade credit established: the
owner hiss the ground finning: the buyer can use the expertise of
the orevious owner: and the business ma y he a baryain.

The tdisci;/rarte4ge.e of buying an evicting business: An existing
business ma y be for sale because d is cletenoratity: the previ-
ous owner may have created ill will: employees inhented with
Ihe busirteas may ni hr suitabir; its location, ma, have become
snsss;ai,le. r.quipmit nt asd lard ire; ros y he ob:olete: change
and Inut yatiort are haIti tO implement: inventory ma y he out-
dated: accounts recetsable may be word', It:,:, tItan face taint'
and the hnsines;, ma y be civeip! i;cl.

2. Define the steps involved in the righ t
way to buy a business,
fuytng a husint-ss can he a treacherous cxpiarier;ce Ui]lC55 the
hoer in '''all prepared. The ni g h'. ;',ss to rate a h;isirirrs is to

anal y ze your skills, abilities. and interests to determine the
ideal hno,ness for you: p;'epara a list if potential cai;didatC.
including thouc that might he in the hider, market: invcsftgate
and evaluate candidate businesses and evaluate the bes 
explore fiflanotog options before you actually iced the money:
and. finally, ensure a srrieorh transition.

3. Explain the process of evaluating an
existing buinss.
Rushing iiii a deal can be the biggest m;ctake a husorics.,
buyer can make. Before closing a 'dciii, every hur,inesc buyer
should ;reesric'aie five critical area:-'. t Ii Wh y dc i ' s It,.' cones
*ist to sell Lock lot the mea/ (Ca-ion. t De,r;';nmc lbs
physical condituon of the business. Coflsider hc,Ih the building
and is; Imaii i, ri, 13,; ('cjttduct a thorough ansle civ c;f 'he rft'am-
ket for ycu product; or sets ices. "V t"( 2ft the present and
potential cusIc,rrn:rn) Ci;;;;i,Ict an equall y thcuc.ugh arials';,'. UI

i-ornpetitois. bath dumcr sod ;nd;reCt. Ho's ii, the y e;per:iIr
ar;cl wh y' di; customers preler therri? It (';,ns;slnc 'If 

"f tie

legal aspects that m;ght ',,.,'r,straiu the esrsr;s,c;,, :,nd yin's ii; of
the bunnies:,. Did y ou y Ci3It;l wit!, $hc pr -vito;; it ;i hulk
transfer? Negotiie it restHcs,ve cc,veri'ae;t'' ('nrysidr c'ngoiu;s
legal listt;Itlie,:' 5) Analyse hi- f/t,rictal COflctltO-' U' ; lb;
businyss, If, r'k,nc: 'a; fli';ar;c al	 a I	 P Ns I fl , ',mtc 5,5	 j, W,

and especiall y c'nh It:'.;.
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4. Describe the various techniques for
determining the value of a business.
Placing a value on a business is partly an an and partly a sci-
craw. There is no single best method for delcrrmning the value
csf a hustnes;, the 1,110,. rrg Techniques (with several vana-
Lions) are ucfs1 • he hulasce sheet technique (adjusted balance
sheet technique), the earrings approach (excess earnings
method. capitalied earnings approach, and discounted future
savings approach): and the market approach.

S. Understand the seller's side of the
t4C.a,tIM • C4fl.4 I I(Jfl (.%D .t.I 4.i.S#

the deal.
Setilug a busine..a iuks. IimC, patience, and preparation to
lo.' at, a suitable bu y er, strike a des], and make the transition.

I*J(I1 ri UiMii[T l'

• Ve'haiids,rrrtsve;c;,s an en i reprenetIr who hay, a business
cni C n hut: who oar's.; a hu.-,;ra' a, • i r'r Err ScOrk if

?.. How avoid you go about determining the value oF the
asa,'ts of a hujsjnttss I y ou were unfarsutliar a oh them7

Wh y do so litany c'litrc'preneury trio into trouble when they
buy art extsrrrug business! Outline the :;teps involved in the
rrqlri way is', bus a hw,inc',s.

4 When evaluating an eSisting tuursirness that is for sale, what
area:; should an erh'reprcrteur rc,uoider? Briefly summarize
he key elements of each area

5 How shrntild a bu y er evaluate a business's gocriwi it"

In. What is it 	 c;nve:uant' lv it her a ' ask the ';etler cl a
travel agency j oc2tcd in a srriatl tOwn Io sign a restncti cc
crrvcrtart; for One yeoscoverwg a 20'sq;111re . rnite eCu! Explain.

7. I-lea rnur;lr ncga,nse info, nation can pru evpcct the scUi
to glee tOO about the h:.,elns,. . Hu n's' can a
bu yer hod out such i rntour,alion

Sellers must always structure the dent with tax consequence; in
mind. Common exit strategies include a straight business sale.
forming a family limited partnership, selling a controlling inter-
est in the business, restructuring the company. selling to an
iflternatrunat buyer, using a two-step sale, and ei.tatrlishing an
enr'rployet.mock ownership pian 5ESOPI.

6. Understand how the negotiation
process works and identify the factors
that affect the negotiation process.
The first rule of negotiating is never to confuse price with value.

,L	 ._ . ,,. i . ,..4,,,.,',k.. l,..i,,.. .,,,,, ................. 1,.
-, ...t,''-.- ........./

corner out on top Before beginning negotiations, a buyer should
identity IIIC tac,srrv thul air sheeting the ricgc.rtiutiorr arid ilisu
develop a negotiating strategy. The be ,'.t deals are the ccoui; oF a
ersoperraive relationship between use panic; based on trust,

8. Why iv it so difficult for hstyerv and selleor TO a gree on is
poet: I's a kusrneCv

9. Which method of valuing a business is best? Why?

It) Outline the different cr11 strateg y options avatl;rbte to ii

seller.

Enpiann the fire N of a uuccessl'ul negotiation process
What t;p;, would soil cit fcc strrr;eOsJc sheet ten enter nile'
negoti It ntis to buy ,n hr sr ness"s

1. ()nc entrepreneur who recentl y purchased a huernese:
advi:',es buyers to expect sono r; surpriser; in the deal no mat.
ter how well pneprd the y tug) k's', lie sa y s j ust potentinul
bu yer: rOust build sOnIC '' a. gglC n',,OIii ' Lint, their plans to
hire ,, rimpany What steps uea,t bu y ers take tn., eflsurc that
bee hose :;u ifucuerri "wgtn. c",): TI"
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I.	 Ask sever] new owners who purchased existing businesses the following questions:

a. How did you determine the value of the business!

h. How close was the price paid for tile business se, the value aasessed pnor to per
chase?

•	 c	
c. What percentage of the accounts receivable was collectible?

P.
•	 •	 d. How accurate have the projections been concerning customers (.sales volume and

number of customers, especially)?

2. Visit a business broker and ask him how he brings a buyer and seller together. What
does he do to facilitate thy, sale? What methods does he s-.:e It's determine he value cf
a business?

Invite an attorney to speak to your clas about the legal aspects of buying a business.
How does the attorne y recommend business buyers protect themselves legally in a
business purchase?

Chensr 5	 uytr, an E ssirsg Eueiness	 Ill _______


